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ABSTRACT

In this note we introduce the largest possible nonlinear and nonlocal tymmetries of the

P-rA)Gii{r,f,¥...)(rit-rfi), i; = 1 , 2 , 3 , 0 ,6= l , 2 , . . . ( t f , inaEuchdean-

Uotopic space fc(r,G,A) with isometric G\ we identify their Lie-isotopic structure £ ( 3 ) , here

called Euclidean-isotopk symmetries; and we show that they arc all locally isomorphic to the con-

ventional Euclidean symmcny £ ( 3 ) under the condition of positive-definiteness of the isometric.
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in the preceding note {lj we have introduced the largest
possible nonlinear and nonlocal, classical realization of the
isorotational symmetries 0(3) on the Euclidean-isotopic spaces
T*£2(r,G,fl) for exact, symplectic-isotopic two forms. In this note
we shall generalize the results to include translations.

For this purpose, consider a system of N particles in the
isosRace

^ r
a b j

j]

rab = ra "

ij = 1,2,3, a,b =

(la)

0, (lb)

where the isometric G has the most general possible nonlinear
and nonlocal dependence on all needed local quantities, such as
coordinates and their derivatives r , f, f; density |JL of the medium in
which motion occurs; temperature T; index of refraction n; etc. We
also assume that G is diagonalizable to the form

G - diag. (B^, B22 B32), Bk = Bk(r^4i,T,..) > 0. (2)

DEFINITION: The Euclidean-isotopic symmetries £(3j
are the largest possible nonlinear and nonlocal Lie-
isotopic groups of isometries of isoseparations (la) on

As well known, the conventional Euclidean group E(3> is given
by the semidirect product

E{3) = 0(3) ®T(3), (3)

where 0(3) is the conventional group of (linear) rotations in
T*E(r,S,a),

0(3): r- = R(6) r, p = R(9) p, RlR = RRt = I, (4)

and T(3) is the conventional group of linear translations
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T(3): r' = r + r", p' = p, (5)

where the parameters are given by (the ordered set)

w = {wk) = (6, r°), k = l.2r..6, l (6)

namely, they are the conventional Euler's angles 9 = (6j) and
the conventional translation constants r" = (r*j).

By introducing the (ordered set of) generators

E(3): X = (Xk) = (jtP)i k

2 e k i j r i a p j a , Pk =Jk =

(7a)

( 7 b )

the conventional Poisson brackets among functions A, B on
TE(r,8.30

[A , B] = < /" [dv B)

dA OB 8B dA
9rk dpk drK

(8a)

0 , \

I , â  - 3 / Oal1, a = (&V-) - (r,p)
-1 o / (8b)

yields the familiar commutation rules or the Euclidean algebra

E(3): pj.Jjl = £ . j kJk , p,,PjI = € i j kPk . [Pj,^] = 0 ,

and the finite structure of the Euclidean group

E(3): a' = {f[k exp [ w

( 9 )

a , (10)

To study the structure of the infinite family of possible isotopes
E(3) of E(3), we begin by recalling that the transformation theory on
T*E2(r,G,$) is isotopic [1], i. e., it is formally linear and local in

T*Ea(r,G,ft), but generally nonlinear and nonlocal in T*E(r,B,«). Also,
the isometrics G enter directly into the exponential structure of
the Lie-isotopic group and this ensures the intrinsic nonlinearity
as well as nonlocality or the theory.

Finally, we recall that the Lie-isotopic brackets in
are given by [1]

[A", B] = V.)

dA aB 3A 8 B
-2 _ _ - ^ B ~2

ar. ar,

* B21 2 = d i a g (G"1 , G - l ) , G = d i a g (B*, B 2
2 , B ^ > 0 ( l i b )

The following property then holds.

LEMMA. The Eucfidean-i'sotopic symmetries £(3) of
isoseparation (i) on E^r,G.ff/possess the structure

E(3) : 6(3) 9 t(3), (12)

where 6(3) is given by the isorotacioim] svwwetiies of ref.
fi)

0(3): r'a =

ft1* ft = ft* A1 = 1 = G"1 ,

,rx4i,Tr...)ra, (13a)

(13b)

ra = a ~ l& N,



and f(3) is the largest possible group of nonlinear and
aon/ocal isotranshttions

t(3) : = P, +

P'ia =

fij-2(r,rjrji,v,T,....), (Ha)

(14b)

with Birkhoffian realization in T*£/r,GjJ characterized
by-
) = 0/, r'j), Eq.s (6), of
y

I) The same set of parameters
the conventional symmetry £fs£
$ the same set of generators (X k) = (r, P), Eq.s (7), of the
conventional symmetry Eft), Eq.s (7),
SJ the isocommutations rules of the Lie-isotopic algebras

positive-definiteness of the isometrics G.

The proof is straightforward. By central assumption, the
generators and parameters remain unchanged under isotopy, and
only the Lie structure is generalized in an axiom preserving way.

Under these conditions, isocommutator rules (15) follow from
the Lie-isotopic brackets (11), while isotopic group structure (16)
follows from the expansitiaticn of the above brackets.

The isorotational symmetries 6(3) were studied in the
preceding paper [1). Therefore, we have to study here only the
isotranslations. They are readily given by

T(3);

exp [

= T(r°)*r.a =

)2
6v

(av P.) ( y r«.

(18)

£(3):

[Pj'-Pj] = 0.

4/ the Lie-isotopic group structure

£(3): e(w)«a =

exp

and
5/ the realization of the ff-functions

. -2 + r'j IB."2 ," Pj) /2! + r".2gj~2(r,p )

<15a)

(15b)

(15c)

(16)

P.] +

(17)

FinaJJy, aJf the above infinitely possibie Euclidean-
isotopic symmetries £jfSj result to be locally isomorphic to
the conventional Euclidean symmetry EfSj under the sole
conditions of sufficient smoothness, nonsinguiarity and

5

and

P'ia =

j a
exp

from «hidi Eq.s (14) and (17) follow.

We finally remain with the proof of the local isomorphisms £(3)
* E(3) for the general case. For this purpose, consider first the case
when the B's are constant, and introduce the redefinition (30) of ref.
{l] of the basis, i.e.,

\ =

= r iaB i '

Then, isocommutation rules ((5) become

6

(20a)

- ( 2 0 b )



e(3): p : ; . p,;
(21)

namely, the structure constants of £(3) and E{3) coincide.
The proof of the isomorphisms £(3) ~ E{3) for the general

nonftnear and nonlocal case under the conditions assumed is an
instructive exercise for the interested reader (see the treatment
of 0(3) of ref. [lj>.

Note that for constant isometrics, the 6-quantities coincide
with the diagonal elements of the isometrics, i.e.

fi. = B. B b.~ = constants.

The isocasimir invariants for the case of constant
are given by

(22).

isometrics

(23)

where squares and products are evidently isotopic in
The same isocasimirs also hold locaiiy for the general case, i.e., at
given fixed values of the local variables. The problem of the
isocasimir for the global case is more involved and will not be
considered at this time.

Needless to say, this note constitutes a preliminary step for the
Lie-isotopic generalizations of the Poincare symmetry to be
considered in a future paper.

It is nevertheless intriguing to note that the relativistic
extension for (2+l)-dimensions is already contained as a particular
case of the above Lemma under the sole assumption of pseudo-
isometrics with a structure of the type
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